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Degree: DEGREE IN ARCHITECTURE STUDIES (Syllabus 2014). (Compulsory subject).
Academic year: 2022
ECTS Credits: 5.0
Languages: Catalan, Spanish

LECTURER

Coordinating lecturer: ERNEST REDONDO DOMINGUEZ

Others:
Primer quadrimestre:
ANNA MAÑOSA - 11
DAVID MARTÍNEZ - 11
ERNEST REDONDO - 11
ALBERTO SÁNCHEZ RIERA - 21
JUAN IGNACIO VALGAÑÓN ÁLVAREZ - 21
FRANCISCO VALLS DALMAU - 21
HECTOR ZAPATA CEBRIAN - 11A
ALBERT MARÍN -21

Segon quadrimestre:
ERNEST REDONDO DOMINGUEZ - 42
ALBERTO SÁNCHEZ RIERA - 41
JUAN IGNACIO VALGAÑÓN ÁLVAREZ - 41
HECTOR ZAPATA CEBRIAN - 42A
FRANCISCO VALLS DALMAU - 41
FCO. JAVIER GONZALEZ -42

DEGREE COMPETENCES TO WHICH THE SUBJECT CONTRIBUTES

Specific:
EAB1. Translation from Spanish slope
EAB2. Translation from Spanish slope
EAB3. Translation from Spanish slope
EAB4. Translation from Spanish slope
EAB5. Translation from Spanish slope
EAB6. Translation from Spanish slope
EAB10. Translation from Spanish slope
EP4. Translation from Spanish slope
EP17. Translation from Spanish slope

Generical:
CG7. Translation from Spanish slope

Transversal:
CT3. Translation from Spanish slope
CT6. Translation from Spanish slope
CT1. Translation from Spanish slope
CT2. Translation from Spanish slope
CT4. Translation from Spanish slope
CT5. Translation from Spanish slope
CT7. Translation from Spanish slope
Basic:
CB1. Translation from Spanish slope
CB2. Translation from Spanish slope
CB3. Translation from Spanish slope
CB4. Translation from Spanish slope
CB5. Translation from Spanish slope

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Go to catalan or spanish version.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES OF THE SUBJECT
Go to catalan or spanish version.

STUDY LOAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hours large group</td>
<td>11,0</td>
<td>8.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self study</td>
<td>70,0</td>
<td>56.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours small group</td>
<td>32,0</td>
<td>25.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided activities</td>
<td>12,0</td>
<td>9.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total learning time: 125 h

CONTENTS
Go to catalan or spanish version.

GRADING SYSTEM
Go to catalan or spanish version.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Basic:

RESOURCES

Other resources:
The materials and documents of the subject may be written indistinctly in any languages of instruction.